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As the security situation in San Diego has deteriorated, as 

an Ocean Beach Community im proposing we form a fast

acting reaction force to prevent any looting , rioting, arson, 

and vandalism in our community. The adjoined pies are 

Banks in la Mesa of Union,Chase. Please note that they've 

both been burned to the ground. Do you want the day where 

we look out on Newport and this is what we see? Then 

wonder why we didn't take action sooner to prevent this 

type of catastrophe to our Beloved Community? We, need 

to take action now to prevent this from happening here. Our 

overall message is that we SUPPORT the black lives matters 

Movement and Message. We will vote to further its political 

trajectory. We DETEST what happened to George Floyd. But 

we in Ocean Beach were not responsible for this heinous 

act, and believe that the soul who George Floyd was , would 

not want these protests to hurt people who support BLMs 

core philosophy. Alongside a "peaceful" protest, if violence 

and physical destruction is in route to Our Community, we 

must take preemptive active steps to protect ourselves from 

the chaos and violence that has accompanied this 

"peaceful" movement. The entirety of the San Diego Police, 

SWAT and National Guard were unable to protect 

businesses in downtown San Diego who were looted. ( 711, 

cvs, att) The entirety of a la Mesa Police Department, swat, 

and adjoining police reserves were unable to prevent the 

arson of the two largest banks in the area, the Looting and 

destruction of Von's, and the destruction of every small 

business in the Vons shopping area. Please no debate 

commenting. Pm me, we can assign community protection 

patrol stations and mobilize within 1 hr to protect Newport/ 

Voltaire/Bacon. 

I truly wish that we did not have to do this. But the entire 

protest movement, although they claimed to be peaceful, 

are unwilling to police themselves from the instigators 

destroying peoples lives, hurting even people who 

SUPPORT their cause politically, and finantially. The Vons in 

La Mesa that was destroyed was one of the largest 

employers of African American team members in the area. 

Who will stand up to protect ob from danger when 531 2000 

is swamped, and 911 says officers will be there in 4hrs? 


